Volvo xc70 2007

Though the Volvo XC70 wagon remains a viable alternative for those who need an all-weather
vehicle but don't want an SUV, Subaru's more powerful and agile Outback undercuts it on price
while offering greater all-terrain capability. Although Volvo has expanded its lineup in recent
years, creating SUVs and hardtop convertibles to appeal to a more diverse customer base, the
company built its reputation on station wagons. These wagons have come in many different
varieties, but the Volvo XC70 is easily the most unique. Lacking a sport-utility of its own, Volvo
took a midsize V70 station wagon, raised the suspension, fitted it with all-wheel drive and gave
it a more aggressive front fascia. When the V70 was redesigned for , so was the Cross Country.
Designers tried to make it into a more serious all-terrain vehicle, giving it an even taller ride
height and equipping it with skid plates. Renamed the XC70 in , this rugged Volvo wagon has
never really lived up to its all-terrain promise, but it is a very capable snow vehicle. Driving an
XC70 is much like driving a regular V70 2. Inside, the Volvo XC70 has a utilitarian ambience
tempered by fabulously comfortable front seats and an ergonomically sound control layout. The
rear seat is also plush, but there isn't much legroom. Cargo capacity, on the other hand, is
abundant for a wagon, making the XC70 well-suited for hauling mountain bikes and dogs.
There's no question that the Volvo XC70 looks the part of an all-weather station wagon, but
given its lack of off-road skills, it has no advantage over the less expensive Volkswagen Passat
4Motion wagon, which offers more interior room, lots more power and sharper handling. For
buyers who really do want an all-wheel-drive wagon with raised ground clearance, the Subaru
Outback is a better bet, as it offers true off-road capability for less money, along with superior
driving dynamics on pavement. An all-wheel-drive midsize wagon, the Volvo XC70 comes in a
single trim level. Standard equipment includes inch alloy wheels, skid plates, a roof rack, a
power driver seat with memory settings, dual-zone automatic climate control, a six-speaker CD
stereo, a leather-wrapped tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel with audio controls, and faux
wood trim. Notable options include a navigation system packaged with satellite radio , a watt
Dolby ProLogic II audio system with an in-dash CD changer, a rear DVD entertainment system
with dual screens, adaptive bi-xenon headlights, inch wheels and an adaptive suspension. The
Premium Package adds leather upholstery, real walnut trim and a sunroof, while the Climate
Package provides seat heaters, rain-sensing wipers and headlight washers. There's also a
Four-C suspension option that features adjustable shock absorbers. Only one engine is offered
on the XC70 wagon, and it's a 2. A five-speed automatic transmission sends power to all four
wheels in varying degrees, depending on available traction. Under normal conditions, 95
percent of the engine's power is routed to the front wheels for the sake of fuel economy. The
Volvo's EPA mileage ratings are 18 mpg in the city and 25 mpg on the highway. The Volvo XC70
comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags, full-length
side curtain airbags, anti-whiplash front head restraints and Volvo's OnCall telematics. Opting
for the Convenience Package equips your XC70 with rear parking assist, integrated
child-booster seats and power rear-door safety locks. In government crash tests, the XC70
earned a perfect five stars for its frontal- and side-impact protection. With its soft, forgiving
suspension, the XC70 provides a smooth, isolated ride on all surfaces. Sharp handling isn't in
the XC's repertoire, but light steering and a relatively small size make for easy maneuvering.
Buyers seeking a little extra agility should check off the Four-C adaptive suspension option. The
fully automatic all-wheel-drive system assures surefootedness in inclement weather but the
XC70 really isn't rugged enough for off-road adventures. On the move, the turbocharged engine
is economical and reasonably smooth, with adequate power for most situations, but the
automatic transmission is sometimes slow on the draw. In standard trim, the XC70's cabin
doesn't look or feel particularly luxurious, but leather upholstery is available for those who want
a more upscale cabin. The front seats provide excellent comfort, but legroom in the second row
is tight. Interior ergonomics are generally good, although a few oddly placed controls take some
getting used to. With the rear seats folded down, the XC70 has Available styles include 4dr
Wagon AWD 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volvo XC Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise

this car. Not much power for this price range, modest handling, minimal off-road capability
despite raised suspension, tight legroom in backseat. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Volvo XC70 picks up a
revised set of alloy wheels and exterior mirrors with integrated turn signals. Additionally,
stability control and a tire-pressure monitor are now standard. A dual-screen rear entertainment
system is a new option, and the optional bi-xenon headlights are now an adaptive design, better
enabling drivers to see around turns on dark roads. The rear-facing third-row seat is no longer
available. Read more. Write a review See all 21 reviews. My current XC70 is my second; the first
was All prior model year problems e. I now have K miles on this car and, after looking
unsuccessfully to find a replacement that I like as well or better, decided to refurbish this unit
with new strut assemblies, control arms and ball joints and CV axle assemblies in the front and
new shocks in the rear. Prior repairs had been limited to replacing the steering wheel position
sensor "clock spring" at K, fuel rail pressure sensor at around K, and the front oxygen sensor at
K. I also completed a tune up with new plugs and coil packs and I replaced the engine
temperature sensor and thermostat assembly because MPG readings were intermittently lower
than the usual city highway. An easy, inexpensive project for us home gamer wanna be
mechanics. Now, at almost K miles, the car starts, runs, and drives down the road as new. Seats
still look practically new. The chassis is tight and free of rattles. All in all, a very solid and well
built vehicle - very comfortable, big storage in back, and tight if not razor sharp European style
handling. I particularly admire the 2. Torque peak at 1, rpm is right at 55mph where you need it
for passing. Light boost turbo maintains power at altitude, yet runs nicely on US regular 87
octane gas - unlike Mercedes, Audi, etc. My only niggle with this vehicle is road noise which can
be an issue with most aggressive tread patterns. Pirelli's P7 AS plus and, just recently,
Bridgestone's Turanza Serenity - both highly rated Grand Touring tires - are as quiet as they
come with crisp handling and commendable grip in all conditions. However, I was disappointed
in the durability of the Pirelli, the quieter of the two, so recently switched to the Bridgestone
Serenity. We shall see how well they hold up as they age in terms of noise level. I've considered
a newer xc70, but learned that about one in 25 of Volvo's 3. With these preventive failure points
covered, it will likely serve you well for a long time to come. Otherwise, you can buy a Finally, if
you read the owner blogs Dealers are often referred to as "the Stealership". I've found them
capable but very expensive. Could be worse if you have a Mercedes or Audi. Read less. Since
then, I've put over 31, miles on it in just a year. While my fuel economy has not been impressive,
especially coming from a Outback, I have been impressed with what the XC70 has to offer.
Mid-way through the first year I was hit with some high repair costs, as a rear wheel bearing,
front ball joint and a tie rod needed to be replaced. I was initially upset, but once I got the car
back all of the things that annoyed me driving it had been fixed! Sometimes ignorance is not
bliss. Who knew? It handled things I honestly thought it wouldn't be able too, including an
accidental trip on a 4WD only road. You can get a lot more for your money in terms of
packaging, material quality and comfort. However, be ready to spend more time as the gas
station using premium and the potential for higher maintenance costs. That being said, I have
had no real issues in a year and a lot of the maintenance is easy enough to do on your own and
save tons of money. Two year update: Somehow this car has gotten better with age. Now with K
on the odometer, it honestly drives better than the day I got it. I had to replace the rear
suspension at the beginning of the summer but with the car being 10 years old and me
constantly overloading it, I wasn't surprised. Go for it! Almost Everything a Car Should Be. I
have owned two of this generation of the Volvo XC I upgraded from a to a to gain electronic
stability control, a more powerful and cleaner running engine, and the Haldex AWD. The only
reliability problem I have had in the 11 years since my first XC70 was delivered was a bad
transmission in the It covered by warranty, and at no point was I unable to drive the vehicle even once it became obvious the transmission was going it simply became loud and clunky.
See all 21 reviews of the Used Volvo XC Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 5 average Rating out of 6 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the XC Sign Up.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic

or air suspension. Turns out, 12 years appears to be how long the rubber lasts in these parts
before wear or dry rot requires their replacement. Fluid flush did not resolve. Noise does not
disable steering. About three years after owning it the shocks needs to be replaced on one side.
Volvo paid for half the cost. Now that the car is older shocks wore out and had to be replaced a
second time after k miles of driving. Replaced both front Struts. It was time to replace it, never a
safety problem as of the time of replacement. Causes rattles and bottoms occasionally". This is
my second Volvo, first was a FWD Needed to have front struts, sway bar links and crankshaft
sensor and mount all replaced during past year to resolve problem and make wagon the
smooth-riding vehicle it is. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It appeared like a dead battery. But continued after
the battery was replaced. I removed it and sent it out to get rebuilt. Problem was fixed. Many
bulb changes -- especially around tail lights though also in low beam headlights. All had to be
replaced". Plan to replace them all when new tires installed. Fixed once but needs to be fixed
again. Worked for 6 months. We've tried everything to fix this including the "Fonzie" approach
pounding a fist on the dashboard. It's maddening. Other problem, with vibration on one side
mostly cleared up with strut on one side diagnosed and both replaced. The bushings may need
to be replaced too. Our experience with V70 and S70 models is front-end problems that include
tie rods and ball joint replacements are common. I have owned about 10 Volvos and have three
now , and Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I put up
with it for Independent repair suggested I needed to replace. Independent repair stated it was
excellent. Also had tune-up. I cannot remember when this car responded or ran better.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Had to replace bearings and seals". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Independent auto shop says doesn't require immediate repair but indefinite how long before
this is not longer true". Volvo claims that the the transmission fluid is a lifetime fluid but that
defies all logic. A local transmission shop found it only needed a module and ordered one from
Volvo. The cost was instead of The car is running beautifully now. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Car was down for a
month. Replaced computer to fix issue. This electronic problem was cloister as drivetrain
problem early in the survey. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Had to replace ignition key going. Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Had to replace lock assembly and wait for one with the correct key to arrive.
Also have problems with some sensor at end of steering column, giving multiple codes
including ABS system failure when the ABS was fine. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used It also has a flexible interior and a roomy
rear seat. The stiff ride is marginally improved over previous versions. Handling is very secure,
but not particularly agile. The Cross Country is one of the last wagons to have a rear facing
third-row seat, though it's suitable only for small children. There is 1 recall on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Bushings "Had to replace the front control arm bushings due to low speed knocking noise and
the top engine motor mount due to vibration issues. Air or water leaks "Coolant pump broke

and had to be replaced. Rough shifting "automatic transmission that downshifts to first gear
with thunk and irregular movement of the car when it happens. CD player "actually the ignition.
Electrical failure "The computer s controlling the ignition system failed to send signal to spark
plugs. Water pump "water pump started leaking and had to be replaced. Ignition switch "Key
would not turn. Sensors includes O2 or oxygen sensor "some type of fuel pressure sensor just
gave error code, had it replaced before it failed. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No
Data Available. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Very
Good Family Transporter â€” Volvo is an excellent brand. They really build their cars to last.
We've put over k on this car with zero repair bills at this time. The only downside is the keyfobs
are cheaply made and if you drop your keys it's a dollar bill to get a new fob. Pros: Easy car to
own. Zero repair bills in miles. Great Car For The Money! It's the first car I've driven for over 5
years and never wanted to trade. I keep looking at newer vehicles on the road and haven't found
one yet that I really prefer. But I am considering an upgrade - probably another Volvo! It's very
child fiendly as well as pet friendly. I don't have to keep moving around car seats! Just flip them
up when needed and down when adults need to sit in the backseat. No markings on the leather
where child car seats have been installed. Great For Snowy Mountains. Handles amazing in the
snow and curvy mountain roads. No major repairs thus far. Great styling. Mileage not great.
Would buy again, just let someone else drive off the depreciation. If you wait years you get
almost half off. The Perfect Car! I never buy used cars, but I did this time and have NO regrets.
Car is comfortable, roomy, quite, and has alot of get up and go, very fun to drive Feels solid as a
rock! Cons: Gas milage is a little low, but worth it for the ride quality, speed and fun! You're A
Parent â€” Its a mommy mobile but hey sometimes you've got to do what you've got to do. Its
safe, gas mileage stinks, but its reliable and gets you where you've got to go. Its fun for what it
is nothing more, nothing less. The Weekend Warrior â€” This car is the full package. Off-road
capability with exceptional on-road comfort. It is definitely a fantastic alternative to an SUV,
though the gas mileage isn't necessarily all that impressive. This is the 3rd XC 70 Volvo we have
owned. Very safe beautiful ride!! Read More. This car is awesome I am looking for one with 2. I
personally think the XC70 holds its value in its appearance and sure power. The only problem
you have to watch out for with this car is if the transmission is intact because it can be an
expensive r Car is a good value. Still not sure its exactly what Im looking for and I will continue
my search thank you for your assistance. Luxourious car with lots of practicality Read More. Im
just beginning my search so there are no comparisons to be made. Its a beautiful vehicle and if
it was in my budget, I certainly would have been interested. This car is an excellent value. My
only other consideration would have been a Subaru Outback. Its exactly the car Im interested in,
but 1 looking for relatively low mileage cars; 2 - do not want multiple owner cars Read More.
Promptness in reply and communications. Courteous and professional. Leather interior, sun
roof, dvd players in each headset, plus integrated child booster seats make this the perfect
grocery getter. I the dad love driving it because it has great off the line power. Have you driven a
Volvo XC70? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on
categories. Clear selections. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Easy car to
own. Cons: Key fob is expensive and breaks easily. Is this helpful? Yes No. TeresaS12 writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Safety. Cons: Mileage. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: The car rules! Alex writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros:
Family. Cons: You have anything other than a family. David writes:. Sarah writes:. Is this review
helpful? GuruFS1 says:. The stationwagon of the decade as far as I am concerned. Back Seats
Ranked Volvo better. Extremely well built and solid wagon. Basically, an SUV. Great sound
system, nice leather seats and great handling. Very solid and great handling. The higher ground
clearance is a game changer. Its a shame that Volvo stopped making this iconic wagon.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3 Volvo XC70 reviews. Read all Volvo XC70 reviews. Read
all 4 Volvo XC70 reviews. Cars compared to Volvo XC Related Models For Sale. Other Years.
Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Zero repair bills in miles Cons: Key fob is expensive and breaks
easily 6 of 6 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Family
Cons: You have anything other than a family 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. The Volvo
V70 is an executive car manufactured and marketed by Volvo Cars from to across three
generations. The name V70 combines the letter V , standing for versatility , [1] [2] and 70 ,
denoting relative platform size [3] i. The first generation â€” debuted in November The sedan
model was called Volvo S The second generation â€” debuted in spring For model year the
crossover was renamed to XC The third generation â€” debuted in February It was based on the
P3 platform and marketed as the V70 and the XC The first generation V70 was an improved

development on the basis of the Volvo estate. Among the many changes were a completely
revised front end, fully painted bumpers and side trim and clear indicator lenses all around.
Most of the interior was redesigned, with new seats, door panels and dashboard. In the United
States, the badging denoted the engine variant, and to some extent the equipment level,
whereas in Europe engines and options could be chosen individually. In all markets more
powerful versions received better or upgraded standard equipment. Small cosmetic and major
technical changes were introduced for model year The Volvo logo on the front grill was
redesigned, the square XC -style roof rails replaced the rounded version and black edge
stickers on the rear doors were removed. Volvo improved the SRS-system airbags by
introducing dual stage deployment logic for the front airbags, [28] and its second generation,
side impact protection system side airbag [29] SIPS-BAG II , whose volume was increased to
offer better protection. New engine management systems with drive-by-wire throttle replaced
the mechanical throttle on all petrol turbo models, the turbo diesel engine retained a cable
actuated throttle. The anti-lock braking system ABS was upgraded from a three-channel to a
four-channel system, [31] and an upgraded traction control now called STC Stability Traction
Control was introduced. All-wheel drive models received thicker rear brake discs and
redesigned rear calipers. The 4-speed automatic transmissions were upgraded to adaptive shift
logic, [31] [19] replacing the previous three-mode selection. For model year a new 5-speed
automatic transmission [32] with adaptive shift logic was introduced. Drive-by-wire throttle was
introduced for all non-turbo petrol engines. The 2. The standard V70 was available with a variety
of engines, gearboxes and equipment. This included a 2. An optional third row seat [40]
increased occupant capacity from five to seven seats while reducing underfloor storage space
in the trunk. Specialised vehicles, such as taxi [56] [57] and police versions, [58] were also
available directly from the factory. Changes included preparations to install additional
equipment, a certified calibrated speedometer, uprated brakes [59] with wear indicators [60] [61]
and a different level of standard equipment. It featured standard all-wheel drive [69] and was
available with only two engine and gearbox choices. Visual differences from a standard V70
AWD included a unique front and rear bumper, unpainted sidetrim and sills, [79] a squarer
version of the roof rails, [80] a unique front grille [80] and a black decal with white Cross
Country lettering across the tailgate. All US cars were equipped with 16 inch alloy wheels, [86]
other markets had 17 inch wheels available at extra cost or as standard equipment. Standard
equipment was substantially upgraded [1] over normal models with a few options available such
as a trunk mounted CD-changer, [87] Volvo's self developed Road and Traffic Information RTI
[88] navigation system, [89] or an upgraded stereo system. Intended to be the high-performance
version of the model range, all R models were fitted with the highest performance engines of the
line up, and were available in both front-wheel and all-wheel drive with either an automatic or
manual transmission. A redesigned suspension with lower ride height and firmer shocks was
standard. All, apart from the first one, were metallic or pearl paints [1] with Saffron only
available for the V70 R. A new 2. Engines for the first generation all had five cylinders. A driver
airbag was standard on all V70 models, depending on the market a front passenger airbag was
either always included or a no-cost option. Buyers could choose to not have a passenger airbag
to be able to install a forward facing child seat. Standard side airbags incorporated into the front
seats supplemented the system. Euro NCAP evaluated the S70 saloon variant of V70 in
awarding it four out of four stars for adult occupant protection. The S70 scored seven of 16
points in the front test, and 16 of 16 in the side test. The car received two of two points available
in the pole test. The S70 scored five out of five stars for front impact protection for driver and
front passenger in the U. Rear crash protection was rated as "good". Volvo [] released the
second generation V70 to most markets in early , [] and for the model year in North America.
Based on the Volvo P2 platform , the second generation shared major mechanical and styling
commonality with the Volvo S60 saloon, offered frontal area of 2. The interior featured raised
seating in the second row, [] a hard point on the passenger's side of the center console to
provide support for a range of optional accessories â€” e. All P2 platform Volvos received a
minor facelift across all markets for The front fascia was redesigned, tail and head lamps were
changed to clear covers, the center console and dashboard received detail changes. Some
minor changes were made to the electrical system and some engines, such diesel engine
models received a particle filter. Production of the second generation V70 and XC70 ended with
the model year. The second generation V70 was styled by British designer Peter Horbury , []
who said "the design challenge involved marrying sports car style at the front with the
necessary limitations of a wagon back. The V70 of was the best combination of functionality on
the back of the car, where you need it, and a very nice, elegant, sporty soft, voluptuous front
that blended into that functionality â€” showing you can have both. A second generation V70
Bi-Fuel was made available. Unlike previous models the tanks were installed on the underside

of the car, keeping all of the trunk space available. At its introduction, the second generation
V70 XC [] [] received a major upgrade. It featured better ground clearance of 8. An interior grab
handle for the front passenger was installed only on this model. Early V70 XC featured special
rear view mirrors, a feature that was discontinued after Engine and gearbox choices were
limited. Only the 2. No diesel version was offered for the North American market. Released for
model year , [] the cars came painted only in a unique shade of blue. They had upgraded
standard equipment and special styling touches such as specific alloy wheels, blue interior
trim, [] leather seats with contrast stitching [] and Ocean Race badges on the outside. It was
only available with a Haldex based all-wheel drive system and a 2. The R was available with a
six-speed manual [] or a five-speed automatic transmission. Large brakes made by Brembo []
provided high-performance braking capabilities in line with the car's high-performance
characteristics. The driver could choose from three different settings to vary the car's handling
depending on driving style and conditions. In a article titled "The Manwagon", The Wall Street
Journal linked the V70R to a trend "to lure speed-crazy guys with kids," saying "car makers are
trying to transform the dowdy old family hauler into something new," [] and that "consumer
research had unearthed a surprising number of family men who thought wagons could be cool,
if only they had more guts. A total of V70Rs were shipped to North America: â€”1,; â€”; â€”; â€”
Engines for the second generation all had five cylinders. The petrol versions were part of the
Volvo Modular Engine family. Early model years still used a five-cylinder diesel purchased from
VAG which was phased out in favour of Volvo's own five-cylinder diesel from the D5 Engine
family. Second V70 generation engine radiators featured an optional "ozone-eating" catalytic
coating, marketed as PremAir, which converted ground-level ozone into pure oxygen during
normal vehicle operation. The maximum effect was achieved in urban traffic and strong
sunlight. The S60 scored 10 of 16 points in the front test and 16 of 16 in the side test. The S60
was awarded the Institute's second highest rating of "acceptable" in the side test. On 2
February Volvo debuted the third generation for model year Based on the Volvo P3 platform it
shared numerous elements as well as general styling with the second generation Volvo S
Compared with its predecessor, rear-seat legroom was increased by 2 centimetres 0. The V70
was offered for the first time with four- and six-cylinder engines. The high-performance V70R
AWD models were discontinued with this third generation, only a mostly cosmetic R-Design
package was made available. The indicators in the side mirrors were redesigned and changed to
LED, and the rear light cluster redesigned. New optional alloy wheels and exterior paint options
were added. The demonstrators were built with a button to allow test drivers to manually
choose between electricity or diesel engine power at any time. Among the key findings of the
first phase are: [] []. Volvo announced in , and confirmed in , the launch of series production
diesel-electric plug-in hybrids as early as Ultimately production of the V70 Plug-in Hybrid did
not commence, and the model was never commercially available. As with previous generation
models the XC70 features increased ground clearance, optional all-wheel-drive and some
cosmetic differences from the normal V On the outside there are XC-only front and rear
bumpers, side skirts, wheel arch extensions and additional exterior door trims all in unpainted
black plastic. The optional roof rails feature an embossed "XC" and are only available in black.
Various unique alloy wheels are offered only for the XC. For the third generation XC a new
feature called hill-descent-control was introduced that limits vehicle speed when driving down a
steep embankment. All cars featured special interior trim, decor and details. For Ocean Race
models were updated with detail changes such as different door sill plates, high gloss black
mirror caps and front grill. As usual with Volvo, front seats and rear bench are of orthopedic
design. Dolby Pro-Logic systems are standard, and speaker upgrades and sub-woofers are also
available. The standard audio system includes a CD player; optional audio has a USB connector
for MP3 players, Bluetooth streaming and the ability to import music files to the car's hard disk.
From production week 46 in , map upgrades can be performed by the owner via USB, rather
than the previous DVD-based system. DVD navigation with map data and remote control is
standard on higher specifications. Options include a rear seat DVD entertainment system with
two headrest monitors, Xenon headlights with headlamp washers, integrated child booster
seats, an integrated home link remote control garage door opener, rear-door child-safety locks,
front and rear park assist, power-adjustable front seats with 3-position memory and lumbar
support, heated front and rear seats, an integrated grocery bag holder, an integrated sunglass
holder, a frameless auto-dimming rear view mirror with rear view mirror compass, a power glass
moonroof, 12 volt power outlet in the trunk, leather seats, rear tinted windows, rain sensor and
an engine block heater. Anti-submarining seats and overhead-mounted seat belt reminder lights
come standard. From model year onward, a TFT dashboard replaced the analogue instruments.
Included as a standard feature beginning in was the inclusion of Volvo on call roadside
assistance for four years, rear window deactivation, safe approach and home safe lighting. As

standard, the vehicle is equipped with driver, passenger, side and curtain airbags. Third
generation V70s are available with the BLIS blind-spot sensor system, which can detect a
vehicle otherwise hidden from a driver's view because of its position just off to one side of the
car. As is typical for Volvos, all models feature daytime running lights to improve driver
visibility. Safety options include active-bending xenon headlights, auto dipping main beam, City
Safety which includes pedestrian and cyclist recognition software , Collision Avoidance,
adaptive cruise control and traffic following, driver alertness monitoring and lane departure
warning. Traffic sign recognition is also available. The V70 scored 15 of 16 points in the front
test and 16 of 16 in the side test. The car was penalised one point of two points available in the
pole test for improper deployment of the curtain airbag in both the original test and the re-test.
The V70 was granted an additional two points for seat belt reminders of three available in this
category. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Volvo XC Motor vehicle.
Executive car V70 Compact crossover XC Front engine front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive.
Volvo S70 Volvo C Petrol: 2. Volvo S60 Volvo S Sweden: Torslanda Torslandaverken. Stefan
Jansson exterior [] Jonathan Disley interior []. Petrol: 1. See also: Government incentives for
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an enigmatic response when questioned about the concept for the Volvo V "Imagine the front
end of an E-type Jaguar married to the back end of a Ford Transit van," he says. The Volvo V70
offers a brilliant synthesis of the latest Volvo dynamic design cues, while retaining the
practicality and versatility expected of a proper Volvo estate. It's also a shape that's
exceptionally efficient â€” the CD figure is just 0. The AA. Archived PDF from the original on 28
June Web Publications Pty Limited. Archived from the original on 22 November The side
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Volvo P80 platform [18]. BS []. BT [] []. BT3 []. BT8 []. BT2 []. DT
MSA DT [] MSA Bi-Fuel []. January â€” [4]. BT5 []. BS2 []. BT4 []. DT2 []. DT []. DT7 []. DT5 []. DT4
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T5 []. T6 AWD []. DT14 []. DT10 []. DT11 []. DT15 []. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Volvo V Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volvo XC Small family car. Compact
executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. A reply was received. No additional information
and simply saying it was available,cone look at it. I contacted this dealer in the morning about a
car I found on cargurus. I tried calling again and the phone just rang and rang. Apparently
they're doing so well they don't care about selling cars. Terrible service. I try contacting this
dealer asking to verify that the Limited AWD Sienna listed is actually a "Limited" version since it
doesn't say "Limited" anywhere on the vehicle. I didn't received an answer, are they trying to
sell the higher price version of the vehicle? Bridge Auto Group contacted me right away and
was extremely helpful. The only reason we have not done a deal so far is a family emergency
has intervened. I plan on going to them again once my situation clears up!!!!! Very experienced
people right here. I deal with Tim, he was so nice and very helpful. Great communication and he
will discuss and work things out real good for you. I recommend and they deserve more than 5
star. My go to place. Good job. Original price listed was a downpayment, not sales price-he
cleared it up over the phone. Few chips in paint on trunk and passenger door handle. Also no
information on the new sway bar put in, tint or the new exhaust on it. Called for days. No
response. Terrible customer service. Great experience from start to finish. Took car to
mechanic, and although there wasn't much to fix, they did it with no hassle. Drove through four
states to get there, and glad I did. Great friendly people and great prices. They took the extra
time to wash the truck and fill it up for my ride home! Keep up the good work! They were super
nice to me and took excellent care of my every request. He was friendly, very helpful and willing
to help me look for the vehicle That I was interested in. Dealing with Plymouth Auto Sales has
been a favorable experience. Communications have been cordial, consistent, reasonably
thorough and generally productive. As one might surmise, we're not quite at the finish line; but
the experience has been pleasant, agreeable, easy and informative. I'd like to add that final star;
but the ball is in their court now. Quick and friendly response. I ended up going another route
but would recommend. Friendly, upfront about issues and correcting them prior to purchase,
good response time to questions and concerns, fair price I would recommend to a friend or
family member. Dealer had quick responses and went above and beyond to make sure the car
was inspected and ready to go. Highly recommend!! My son bought his first car here, and he is
so excited. The dealer was quick in responding back to us. I feel the listing was an accurate
price for what my son was looking for. The car is clean and drove smoothly. I would recommend
this dealer, for a used car in the future. The young man was very courteous and professional
knew what he was talking about and he did answered my questions the very next day , however
I am still interested in the car. Dealer was and is nice, as is the vehicle. I would fix it up, but that
would have it out of my personal budget. Once repaired, this will be a very good car to own!
After telling me about the Denali I decided on a 04 Silverado. It will get you and yours to the
fresh powder safely and in style when those driving lesser vehicles have chosen to cancel their
weekend plans. The 2. You can expect 18 mpg around town and 25 on the highway. The
electronically controlled all-wheel drive lends a road-hugging confidence to this well-handling
vehicle, which comes standard with Dynamic Stability and Traction Control. The 5-speed
Geartronic microprocessor-controlled automatic transmission can also be shifted manually, so
don't despair if you enjoy a manual transmission but tend to get caught in bumper-to-bumper
situations. Volvo is all about safety, and the XC70 is no different. Like all Volvos it features an
energy-absorbing interior, safety-cage passenger compartment, a collapsible steering column,
and the patented side-impact protection system SIPS. Moreover, the whiplash-protection
system WHIPS protects occupants in the event of a rear-end collision by moving the head
restraints slightly backward upon impact, limiting the motion that causes whiplash injury. Air
bags are included as well for the driver and passenger, and this includes the side-curtain and
overhead units as well. The passenger side front air bag automatically switches off when the
weight sensor within the seat is not triggered by a seated person. Occupant safety is further
enhanced with anti-submarining seats, which keep the rider from sliding out from beneath the
seatbelt in a crash. All seatbelts in the Volvo XC70 are 3-point a Volvo invention, way back when
inertia-reel with state-of-the-art automatic pretensioners; the front seatbelts are adjustable
according to occupant height. Of course, they can't help if they aren't used, so
overhead-mounted seat belt reminder lights are there to help. Integrated child booster seats are
available as part of the Convenience Package of options, as is the rear-park assist, which
increases peace of mind when one is backing out of the garage. A third-row seat is available as
a separate option. This is a great car for long road trips with the family, and especially so for
winter excursions. Every passenger will enjoy comfort, thanks to ergonomically-designed seats.
This wagon is so comfortable that you could practically live in it, although we don't actually

recommend that. The front and rear passenger areas include volt power outlets, which are an
available option within the Convenience Package for the cargo area. This vehicle was made with
cold and wet climates in mind, although you'll have to buy the Climate Package to get the
heated seats. Those who travel a lot of salted or muddy roads will probably want the Climate
Package which also includes the rain-sensing automatic windshield wipers anyway to get the
headlamp-washer option: you'll want clean headlights to illuminate your path as brightly as
possible. The Interior Air Quality System is a wonderful option during times of high pollen count
or even when driving past a paper mill. The rear window is equipped with an intermittent wiper,
plus a defroster with timer. The basic stereo is a fine piece of audio equipment, but if you aren't
satisfied playing just one CD over six speakers, you can upgrade to the premium audio system,
which features a 6-CD in-dash changer and 11 speakers. There is also an optional dual-screen
entertainment system for entertaining the kids in the backseat. While we're looking at expensive
optional equipment, we'll mention the Volvo Navigation System, which retracts into the dash
when not in use. The system includes DVD Map Data and a remote control and comes ready to
accommodate satellite radio, should you be looking to subscribe to such a service. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Volvo XC70 2. Your cart will be
set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart, the shipping option will not be available
for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at checkout. Chemicals known
to the State of California to cause cancer, or birth defects or other reproductive harm may be
present in automotive service, replacement parts and fluids. For more information, go to Cancer
and Reproductive Harm. Select a Year:. Part Number : Supersession s : CH Full Diagram. The
ball part is very easy to handle. If you want to remove it, to make room for hitch-mounted
accessories, you only need to remove a pin. The towbar consists of three main components:
crossmember, ball holder and a ball with a diameter of 2". The car has provision in the
bodywork for installation. If you choose to not have the ball or any of our accessories installed,
a protective cover that covers the hole in the cross member is supplied. The ball section is very
easy to maneuver. If you wish to remove it, to make space for one of our towbar mounted
accessories, you only need to remove one pin. The towbar is tested for the maximum towing
weight and ball pressure, but this can be lower depending on the car version. For precise
information, check car version and refer to the car's owner's manual. A tow hitch for the car,
specially developed for the North American market. Technical Data Accessory weight: Member
kit: V 28 lbs V70 V70 3. V70 Ch 2. V70 D5 DT V70 2. V70 Ch T5 BT7. V70 T5 BT9. V70 Ch T4 BT
V70 Bi-fuel BSG. V70 D5 DT4. V70, XC V70, XC70 3. XC70 D5 DT4. XC70 3. XC70 D5 DT View All
Diagrams. Related Products. Towbar, detachable. For cars equipped with. Control unit. Kayak
cradle, folding. Towing hook. Bicycle holder, towbar mounted. Fulfillment Options. Shipping Not
Available. Dealer Rating: 4. See Reviews. WARNING Chemicals known to the State of California
to cause cancer, or birth defects or other reproductive harm may be present in automotive
service, replacement parts and fluids. People Also Bought. Ch Wiring harness. Level guard. Ball
mount, 2". Class 2. Volvo Parts Webstore. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email
Address. Legal Policies Data Requests. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.
Find parts and accessories , add or update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners
when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. The XC70 gets some more extensive equipment
changes, too. There's a new standard inch "Xenia" wheel design, a new Convenience Package
is available, and there are several new stand-alone options, including active bi-xenon
headlamps and inch "Oreander" alloy wheels. The third-row seat is no longer available on the
V70, but on the XC70 it's still available as a retailer installed accessory. Model value: Safety
features are the main selling point for Volvo's big V70 and XC70 station wagons for , but their
rather boxy body style yields a very roomy interior, with surprising passenger and cargo space.
The high-performance R model is a perfect compromise for a parent who wants to stay safe and
occasionally drive fast, while the XC70 is a good SUV alternative, offering more rugged
underpinnings aimed at getting to the campsite and tackling everything short of real
off-roading. Model overview: The V70 is available in three different variants The 2. It's matched

only to a five-speed automatic with auto-stick manual shift function. Finally, the
high-performance R model brings a horsepower version of the 2. The V70 R gets a number of
other high-performance upgrades, including all-wheel drive, powerful Brembo brakes, and a
Four-C adaptive suspension that has three different modes, comfort, sport, and advanced.
There's increased equipment inside, too, such as dual-zone climate control, brushed aluminum
trim, and blue instrument faces. The other V70 models are front-wheel drive, but the more
ruggedly appointed XCaimed at those who want to travel dirt roads and forest trails--features an
all-wheel-drive system that can deliver more power to the rear wheels as needed, without any
wheel spin thanks to a so-called Instant Traction feature that maintains a torque load during
normal driving so that the system is ready for a sudden loss of traction. Other XC70 differences
include a different suspension calibration with higher ground clearance, skid plates underneath,
lower-body protective cladding, and aluminum roof rails. The V70 and XC70 come completely
loaded with safety features, some of which are not typically offered on rival models even as an
option. They include side air bags, inflatable curtain side bags, a whiplash sensing seating
system, anti-lock brakes, and the dynamic stability traction control system. Option packages
have been streamlined and simplified for The Premium Package includes a power moonroof,
leather upholstery with power driver's seat and a passenger seat on 2. The Convenience
Package includes stylized watch-dial gauges, roof rails, rear park assist, a volt cargo outlet,
tinted rear windows, and integrated child booster seats, and a Climate Package brings heated
seats, headlamp washers, and rain-sensing wipers. Active bi-xenon headlamps are optional on
some models. The system automatically turns the headlight beams up to 15 degrees to the side
to improve vision on dark, curvy roads. Other notable stand-alone options include several
stylish alloy wheel designs, an interior air quality sensor system, a dual-screen entertainment
system, a DVD-based navigation system, and a Dolby Pro Logic II sound system with six-disc
in-dash changer. On the XC70, the Four-C active chassis system is available. Failed to get data,
please try again. Displacement 2. Automatic, Trans Description Cont. Height Front Head Room
in. Data Unavailable Third Hip Room in. Data Unavailable Third Leg Room in. Data Unavailable
Third Shoulder Room in. Please try your search again later. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem completing
your request. Please try again later. Skip to main content. Lava Sand Metallic shown. Dealer
Suggested Retail. Private Party Value. Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Trim: XC70
XC Color: Barents Blue Metallic. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This
model has been added to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the
page and try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with
other owners View and update vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. The size class for
cars is determined by the interior passenger and cargo volumes. The size class for trucks is
defined by the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of the vehicle and its
carrying capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured on a mile-per-gallon basis are
based on laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according to federal regulations. This is
typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The
transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations
include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of
people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines. Error loading details for this
Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks
for and beyond: Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis"
was rebranded as "Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year
Select Genesis in the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The
all-new model is known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading
the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. About This Vehicle. Model strengths: Safety
features; roomy interior and cargo space; ride. Model changes: The Volvo V70 wagon variants
and the more rugged XC70 see only small changes for , as they're due for a complete redesign
for On all models, dynamic stability traction control is now standard and new side mirrors have
integrated turn signals. Also, aluminum trim inserts have been added inside, a new "Tuscana"
inch wheel design is available on the 2. The rear-seat entertainment system is now a standalone
option. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Typical questions asked about products:.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. For me, my Volvo XC70 is the perfect balance for form and function. Granted the car is 11
years old. There is no rust on her body or frame because Volvo treats it vehicles with a special

rust inhibitor in production. BY no means is it a "fast" car compared to vehicles of more recent
years. However, when I kick in the turbo, it certainly surprises a lot of folks as I quickly pull
ahead or away from their vehicle. My car has tremendous, functional interior volume for hauling
anything I need for the house or the sailboat. I am meticulous when it comes to maintenance: I
have replaced all suspension bushings, moving parts at 80K and at k. Presently, I have , for
mileage. Most owners most likely would not need to do this; I drive the car hard am not afraid to
air down the tires and go on the beach where legal or off-road on dirt fire roads. With a set of
winter tires, my Volvo XC70 is just about unstoppable in any winter conditions in which any
other vehicle can safely move and I've been in white out conditions with 10" snow already
covering the road - I do not recommend that anyone do this by choice- It is not a wise thing. As
long as the driver knows how to use the traction control and when it is functional to disengage
only at low speeds when you need to power to drive all 4 wheels simultaneously - "almost" like
a 4x4 in low mode with transfer cases locked , I have never gotten stuck except on an
exceptionally steep incline with a layer of ice underneath 10" of snow and trying to move
forward from a complete stop. With upgraded springs and other suspension components, my
car has over 9. Nothing can chance the ground clearance of the rear suspension swing-arm for
ea rear wheel. There is no question that the cost of maintenance is slightly higher than a
similarly sized Toyota or Honda. But then, my Volvo XC70 is still one of the safest vehicles on
the road today! For me, that is worth all the additional costs I choose to invest. Images in this
review. I have had now 4 Volvos and this is my first XC I replaced a XC The XC90 was a very,
very nice car I actually order it to build and collected it in Sweden Goteberg and it was a
fabulous unit. When I moved to the mountains and away from the system of plugged freeways
known otherwise as LA, I found the XC90 had too much body roll on these hilly roads. While the
sacrifice of 20 feet of cargo space was not a terrible discomfort, it was noticeable. The climate
package and steerable headlamps make this a great critter for these roads. Premium sound is
not as good I also have an V50 that is pretty nicely done up as the 90, but good enough. Miss
the six CD changer. I will keep both the XC70 and the V50 for ever Next car will be a play toy An
Audi A8L W I've owned Volvos since Had a sedan and wagon and still have a 95 sedan. The XC
was the only one that disappointed me. Drove well, had good storage in the back but kind of
tight rear seats was great in the snow but died WAY too early. It also had the engine replaced by
the dealer within the first 13K mikes due to a block flaw. What pushed it over the edge was the
failure of the adjustable air strut suspension which was an option that was on the car when I
bought it new but didn't want. I was done pouring money into the car so traded it in for a BMW.
Volvo lost their edge when they stopped building s. I bought the 82 new, drove it 17 years then
donated it Reliable for a nearly 12 year old vehicle. Has a few minor issues but overall has rarely
left us stranded in the 9 years we have owned it. Powerful enough for quick highway commutes
and utilitarian enough to throw plenty of luggage, supplies, furniture, etc in the rear hatch. Has
been a great car for my mother. Has typical issues you'd expect from a vehicle over 10 years old
with over K miles, i. Fix many of the minor issues side view mirror, rear wiper blade arm, fogged
headlights, etc with parts from amazon. Comfortable, family reliable, and at this point likely very
affordable. This is by far the best overall car I have ever had. Cannot say that it excells in any
specific area, but it is top notch in most. Nor does it have any problems on icy roads, or plenty
of snow. During the winter, the fuel powered heater have the car de-iced and have warmed up
the engine and the cab, making it very comfortable - no matter how cold it is. Today it has K
miles on it and it runs just great and absolutely no rust. It is always parked onutside, next to the
ocean which is ' away. One person found this helpful. I love my car. We own 2 just alike. They
are the best cars we have ever owned. I expect them to last for 1 million miles at least. They
dont rust. We always have Volvo parts put on them when they need to be maintained. Just do all
the scheduled maintenance and you're good to go. My only complaint is that the blind spots are
terrible. Otherwise my plan is to drive it until it stops. In almost 40yrs of driving and over a
dozen new and half dozen used car purchases, this by far has been the best. See all reviews.
Color shown: Lava Sand Metallic. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos Interactive Previous page. Next
page. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the
engine to the drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit
to measure the power of engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. V6 Cylinder Engine.
Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want to compare a different vehicle?
Change Vehicle. All Wheel Drive. Power Steering Adjustable Steering Wheel. Aluminum Wheels.
EPA Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi.
Steering Type. Turbo Gas I5. Trans Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front. Suspension
Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type - Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Brake ABS System.

Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type.
Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel
Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt
Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in. Front Shoulder Room in.
Second Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in. Second Shoulder Room in.
Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder Room in. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. It also has a flexible interior and a roomy rear seat. The stiff ride is marginally improved
over previous versions. Handling is very secure, but not particularly agile. The Cross Country is
one of the last wagons to have a rear facing third-row seat, though it's suitable only for small
children. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number
VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly
how much warranty is left. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced
with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Turns out, 12 years appears to
be how long the rubber lasts in these parts before wear or dry rot requires their replacement.
Fluid flush did not resolve. Noise does not disable steering. About three years after owning it
the shocks needs to be replaced on one side. Volvo paid for half the cost. Now that the car is
older shocks wore out and had to be replaced a second time after k miles of driving. Replaced
both front Struts. It was time to replace it, never a safety problem as of the time of replacement.
Causes rattles and bottoms occasionally". This is my second Volvo, first was a FWD Needed to
have front struts, sway bar links and crankshaft sensor and mount all replaced during past year
to resolve problem and make wagon the smooth-riding vehicle it is. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It appeared
like a dead battery. But continued after the battery was replaced. I removed it and sent it out to
get rebuilt. Problem was fixed. Many bulb changes -- especially around tail lights though also in
low beam headlights. All had to be replaced". Plan to replace them all when new tires installed.
Fixed once but needs to be fixed again. Worked for 6 months. We've tried everything to fix this
including the "Fonzie" approach pounding a fist on the dashboard. It's maddening. Other
problem, with vibration on one side mostly cleared up with strut on one side diagnosed and
both replaced. The bushings may need to be replaced too. Our experience with V70 and S70
models is front-end problems that include tie rods and ball joint replacements are common. I
have owned about 10 Volvos and have three now , and Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. I put up with it for Independent repair suggested I needed
to replace. Independent repair stated it was excellent. Also had tune-up. I cannot remember
when this car responded or ran better. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Had to replace bearings and seals". Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Independent auto shop says doesn't require immediate
repair but indefinite how long before this is not longer true". Volvo claims that the the
transmission fluid is a lifetime fluid but that defies all logic. A local transmission shop found it
only needed a module and ordered one from Volvo. The cost was instead of The car is running
beautifully now. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Car was down for a month. Replaced computer to fix issue. This electronic
problem was cloister as drivetrain problem early in the survey. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Had to replace
ignition key going. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim
or moldings, rust. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry,
wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Had to replace lock assembly and
wait for one with the correct key to arrive. Also have problems with some sensor at end of
steering column, giving multiple codes including ABS system failure when the ABS was fine.

Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover
Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration
tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds
that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS and side air bags
standard. ESC available from , standard from Head protection air bags standard from Drive
Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties.
2001 honda accord engine
how to change passenger side headlight 2011 malibu

2001 blazer speaker size

Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Bushings "Had to
replace the front control arm bushings due to low speed knocking noise and the top engine
motor mount due to vibration issues. Air or water leaks "Coolant pump broke and had to be
replaced. Rough shifting "automatic transmission that downshifts to first gear with thunk and
irregular movement of the car when it happens. CD player "actually the ignition. Electrical
failure "The computer s controlling the ignition system failed to send signal to spark plugs.
Water pump "water pump started leaking and had to be replaced. Ignition switch "Key would not
turn. Sensors includes O2 or oxygen sensor "some type of fuel pressure sensor just gave error
code, had it replaced before it failed. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

